Simion has a conjecture concerning the number of lattice paths in a rectangular grid with the Ferrer's diagram of a partition removed. The conjecture concerns the unimodality of this number over a sequence of rectangles with the sum of the length and width being constant and with a constant partition. This paper demonstrates this unimodality if the partition is symmetric or if the Ferrer's diagram of the partition has precisely one column or one row.
Introduction
In Si], Simion presents a unimodality conjecture concerning the number of lattice paths in a rectangular grid with the Ferrer's diagram of a partition removed. This conjecture is also described in Sagan Sa] ; the description in here is based on the description in which sum to n. 0 is the conjugate of ; namely 0 i = jfj : j igj.
See elementary combinatorics texts such as SW] for more details.) Consider the grid with the Ferrer's diagram of removed. Figure 2 shows the Ferrer's diagram of the partition (3; 1) removed from a 3x4 grid. Let N(m; n; ) be the number of paths in the mxn grid such that the path starts at the lower left corner, the path ends at the upper right hand corner, and at each step the path goes either up or to the right but never inside the removed Ferrer's diagram of . (The path may go along the lower or right edge of the Ferrer's diagram but not the upper or left edge of the Ferrer's diagram.) More precisely, points (i; j) on the path (with the upper left cor- Conjecture 1 (Simion) For a given partition and a given nonnegative integer`, the sequence N( 0 1 ; 1 +`; ); N( 0 1 + 1; 1 +`? 1; ); : : : ; N( 0 1 +`; 1 ; ) forms a unimodal sequence, i.e. a sequence of the form a 0 ; :::; a`with a 0 a 1 : : : a k a k+1 : : : a`for some k.
In this paper, we shall prove Theorem 1 Simion's conjecture holds if the partition is symmetric.
Recall that is symmetric if = 0 . Examples of symmetric partitions include (1), (2; 1), (3; 1; 1), (3; 2; 1), and (4; 2; 1; 1).
The proof of this theorem will consider the number of paths through each point on the diagonal from the upper left corner of the mxn grid. Each path counted in N(m; n; ) goes through exactly one point on this diagonal. This paper also proves Simion's conjecture in the case where the Ferrer's diagram of the partition has exactly one row or has exactly one column.
Diagonal Elements
Let D j be the point on the diagonal j rows below the top (and hence j rows to the right of the left edge). Let N(m; n; ; j) be the number of paths counted by N(m; n; ) and going through D j . Note that if m n, then N(m; n; ) = m X j=0 N(m; n; ; j):
In order to prove Theorem 1, it su ces to show that if m n, then N(m; n; ) N(m ? 1; n + 1; ). It also su ces to show that if m n, then N(m; n; ; j) N(m?1; n+1; ; j) for 0 j m?1.
Proposition 2 If 1 j m?1 and the partition is symmetric, then N(m; n; ; j) N(m ? 1; n + 1; ; j). Let's describeÑ(m ? 1; ; j)=Ñ(m; ; j). To do so, let's consider obtaining paths counted inÑ(m; ; j) from paths counted inÑ(m? 1; ; j). We shall rst make some more general observations on these paths. Note that the paths can be described as strings of R's and U's. If such a string describes a path from a point A to the point D j on the diagonal, then adding a U either before the string, after the string, or between any two elements of the string gives a string which describes a path from the point below A to D j . RRRU With = (4; 4; 2; 2), the last U in the path RURRU to D 3 is not removable, but the rst U in the path RURRU to D 3 is removable. Figure 3 for examples of removable and non-removable U's. It can be readily shown that if a U is non-removable, then so is each U to the right of this U in the string.
The following proposition will enable us to express the ratios in There are m di erent places to insert a U in the string of such a path, and each way gives a string of a path counted inÑ(m; ; j). The paths obtained may be obtained more than once. In fact, by considering all possible ways to add a U over the strings of all the paths counted inÑ(m ? 1; ; j), we nd that the number of times we obtain the string for a particular path counted byÑ(m; ; j) is the number of removable U's in that string. (Note that we are not removing all the removable U's; we're just nding the number of U's so that if we remove precisely one of the U's, we have a path 
then by Proposition 5, we may conclude (2) holds for j < 1 < m.
A Proposition Involving Sums
The following proposition concerns sums of products.
Proposition 5 Figure 4 illustrate this fraction for j = 4 and = (7; 6; 4; 3; 2; 2; 1). In the left side of the gure, c is 0, and in the right side, c is 2. At each point (r; s) in both sides such that a fraction is de ned, the denominator is the number of paths from (r; s) to D j avoiding the Ferrer's diagram of , and the numerator is the number of such paths so that each U except possibly any of the last c U's is removable. Note that in each row, the fraction (where de ned) is non-decreasing from left to right, and in each column, the fraction (where de ned) is non-decreasing from top to bottom. The following Proof: Use induction on the row number.
The sequence F((j; 0); ; j; c), : : :, F((j; j); ; j; c) consists of unde ned elements followed by 1's.
Suppose F((r; 0); ; j; c), : : :, F((r; j); ; j; c) for a given r j is non-decreasing where the fractions are de ned. We wish to show that F((r+1; 0); ; j; c), : : :, F((r+1; j); ; j; c) is also non-decreasing where the fractions are de ned. Furthermore, we also wish to show that F((r; i); ; j; c) F((r + 1; i); ; j; c) where these fractions are de ned.
If (r+1)?j c, then F((r+1; i); ; j; c) is either 1 or unde ned.
If (r + 1) ? j > c, i < j, F((r; i); ; j; c) is unde ned, but F((r + 1; i); ; j; c) is de ned, then no U's (out of the more than c U's in the string of a path from (r + 1; i) to D j ) are removable and F((r + 1; i); ; j; c) = 0. Note that if F((r; i); ; j; c) is de ned, then so is F((r 0 ; i 0 ); ; j; c) if r 0 r and i i 0 j. Thus this zero fraction will be to the left of any non-zero fractions de ned for row r +1 and will be above any other fractions de ned for column i. R's before the rst U. Note that f 1 + f 2 = 1 and P j k=i+1f ((r + 1; i + 1); ; j; c; k) = 1. Thus by using weighted averages and the induction hypothesis for row r, we conclude F((r + 1; i); ; j; c) F((r + 1; i + 1); ; j; c) and F((r; i); ; j; c) F((r + 1; i); ; j; c).
For the case i = j, simply note that F((r + 1; j); ; j; c) = 1 if D j is outside the Ferrer's diagram of .
6 Log Concavity for a Particular Symmetric Partition
A sequence of non-negative numbers a 1 ; : : :; a k is called log concave if a 2 j a j?1 a j+1 for 1 < j < k. A log concave sequence will be unimodal if there are no internal zeros. In this section, we shall prove It also leaves open the question about whether log concavity will occur in the case of an arbitrary symmetric partition. Certain further special cases may be worth exploring. For instance, the partition (a; a) with a 3 might be worth exploring. So might rectangular partitions which are close to being square. 
